Congratulations!
We are happy to provide you with a 5 Day/4 Night resort stay in the Pete Dye
Golf Lodge. Four (4) complimentary room nights in One (1) room that can
accommodate 2 adults, at the award winning

Casa De Campo Resort & Villas in LaRomana, Dominican Republic
Casa De Campo is an ALL INCLUSIVE resort, in order to redeem a certificate for your
complimentary room nights a meal plan purchase is required. CSG will provide our discounted
meal plan *for $1792 a couple* “ALL IN” The CSG meal plan comes with all of the following
amenities included:
- Accommodations
-Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner Daily/ Snacks
-Unlimited drinks by the glass at most Casa De Campo inclusive restaurants & bars
a. - One Free Round of Golf on the Links course ( if the Links is closed then it
would be transferred to Dye Fore) If you would like to play the world famous Pete Dye
“ Teeth of the Dog” or the “Dye FORE” golf courses, you would receive our special CSG
rate of $150pp, which includes a shared golf cart (**Only time additional tipping is
recommended is for your Caddy) For a limited time June thru October 2018 you can
purchase unlimited golf for a day for $100 pp
b. Unlimited Horseback Riding (with over 350 horse stable to choose from ond
7,000 acres to explore)
c. -Free 25 shot round of skeet/trap shooting
d. – Unlimited Non-motorized beach water sports (Snorkeling Gear, Paddleboats,
Kayaking, Sunfloats, Hobie Wave, Bikes)
e. -Unlimited Tennis at our world class tennis academy

If you would like to book a reservation (utilizing a room certificate), CDC requires a
50% deposit for your meal plan at the time of booking your reservation. Your
payment is 100% refundable up until 21 days prior to travel, after which time, your
payment is 100% non-refundable.
THERE IS NO TIMESHARE ELEMENT TO THIS OFFER, NO REQUIRED TOURS!
NO MEETINGS THIS PROPERTY SPEAKS FOR ITSELF, JUST CHECK IN AND ENJOY!
Rooms are subject to availability and certificates have zero cash value. CSG discounted meal plan
includes 28% resort taxes and 100% gratuity.
** Suggested tip for Caddy is $20 USD

